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Abstract

After we finished the idea of the machine, we start to buy the metal and all

materials that needed for project. The first work is turning the iron places, roll boxes

and its columns, after that we start to do the bodywork of the machine, the cone and

the screw. Then accumulating all parts on the body. At the finishing of mechanical

stage we Calibrate all part of all operations.

Then we drift to electrical stage, at this stage we assembly the electrical board

with all components, and programming the PLC controller to control all operations.

After that we examine and calibrate steps with final works. All stages of machine

work probably; from pulling the roll, filling and ironing stage.
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1.1 Introduction

In the past when people wanted to do any traditional work, whatever the work

is, difficult or easy, time spending or not, whatever its field is; agriculture, industrial

….etc, the work needs many  to success; a lot of workers, more effort, and high cost.

But the world is changing, so these things are not acceptable at every time; because

the work must be done more quickly, in less time, and at low cost.

Human’s thinking more and more to overcome the traditional work obstacles

and try a lot of time to make and design new technologies to get easiest work, work

hard time, and to harness any thing in order to help him in his life and get new

technologies, until he reach a speed life.

In the industrial world human get more technologies to effortless the product

making, design new machines and get a comfort in the work. One of these machines

is filling machine.

Filling machines at past designs were manually controlled but now most of

them are automatically controlled.

The manual filling machines are very complicated and having difficulties in

dealing with. Any operation of these machines needs many workers to perform this

operation, also needs a big effort, high cost and wasting time. Machines need a

person to turn on the machine, another one at least to prepare the materials, one to

put the roll, and one to stow the final products….

Nowadays, the industrial operations have been changed and became

comfortable to owners of factories. The products now are rapidly performing; need

fewer workers, less cost, and designs become more accurate. Some of these machines

need one person only to control the machine and involve when an error occurred.
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Automatic filling machines are very easy to deal with, getting a good product

in low cost. So, as any automatic machines, the filling machines are more efficient

than manual machines.

1.2 Reasons for the selections of this project

This project is a design requirement for Industrial Automation Engineering

bachelor degree.

The industrial automation in world is very forerunner technologies, but in our

country, Palestine, the industry is so weak and using a traditional methods for

controlling. Most factories' owners facing a lot of problems in their products, some

of owners are having problems in dealing with workers, having problems in

maintenance of the traditional machines. Mainly, the real problem is located in the

machine itself.

So to improve our industrial life and get good products to competitive other

products abroad; we must help the factories to develop their products and reduce the

problems to reach good level in the world industry.

Automatic machines will help the industry improve the products, because they need a

little maintenance, little works, fewer cost, and less position, finally get good

products.

1.3 Description of the project

The filling machine is a full automatic machine for filling the solid materials.

The controller for controlling all operations of this machine is PLC (Programmable

logic control).

The machine contains a box at the above includes the solid material. A screw

in the box moves by motor, the PLC program determines the quantity of material.

When the materials are coming to finish from the box sensor will indicate and get a

sign to the worker to put the materials.
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Another part of the machine is a roller-carrier, carrying a roll of plastic. The

roller will move by a motor and pull the plastic roll. To stop the roll under the inlet of

the box, a sensor will control this operation and stop the roll at the accurate position.

An ironing process starts from three sides: right, lift, and lower side. Then

filling will be started to fill the sack, and after finishing the filling operation, the iron

will ironing the upper side, the sacks will be cut from the roll and finally gone down

to the conveyer and stow the sacks one by one.

The main focus of this project is to deal with our industrial society, to

develop the industry in Hebron city. Also, this prototype may be transferred to any

factory in Palestine.
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1.4 Block diagrams

PL
C

Thermo meter SSR Heater

Thermo
couple

220V, 50 HZ
220V, 50HZ

Frequency
converter

3PH, IM,
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Photo cell

220V, 50HZ

Valve Main piston

Position
sensor
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3PH, IM,
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Frequency
converter
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220V, 50HZ
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Pulling the
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Ironing operation
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Figure (1.1): Block diagram of all operations

The details of above diagram will described in the following:

Figure (1.2): Switching on heater

The first operation is switching on heaters, we fixed the set value temperature

at appropriate value, when the pre value reach at the set value the solid state relay

will switch off, thermo couple sensor is to measure the pre value.

Thermo meter SSR Heater

Thermo
couple

220V, 50 HZ 220V, 50HZ

PL
C Cutting pistonValve

Position
sensor

FRL, 7 bar

Cut operation
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Figure (1.3) Pulling the roll

Second operation is pulling the roll, the AC motor move the roll. To

determine the speed of the motor is the frequency convertor that connected to the

PLC.

Figure (1.4): Ironing operation

Third operation is ironing operation, the piston move the horizontal and

vertical heaters, the valve take the signal from the compressor and give it to the

pistons.

PLC Valve Main piston

Position
sensor

FRL, 7 bar

PLC Frequency
converter

3PH, IM,
M1

Photo cell

220V, 50HZ
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Figure (1.5): Filling operation

Fourth operation is filling operation, the AC motor move the screw. To

determine the speed of the motor is the frequency convertor that connected to the

PLC.

Figure (1.6): Cut operation

Fifth operation is cutting operation, the piston move the cutter, the valve take

the signal from the compressor and give it to the pistons.

PLC 3PH, IM,
M2

Frequency
converter

Sensor

220V, 50HZ

PLC Cutting pistonValve

Position
sensor

FRL, 7 bar
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1.5 Project objectives

 Design an automatic machine instead of manual.

 Get more efficiency than the manual machine.

 Increasing the accuracy of machine.

 Using programmable logic controller (PLC) technology.

 Increasing machine production.

 Using industrial safety.

 Help the society for such developments.

 Creating the chance for further studies and projects connected with electric

automation process.

1.6 Literature review

Many studies and projects were done in this field, most of them are in liquid

filling machines. Locking for machines concepts from internet and see the designs

for them. Other projects that we depend on it in our project are using PLC controller

as our project. The projects are:

Full Automatic Coffee Powder Filling Machines. In this machine using a

PLC controller for all operations, have a pneumatic, electrical and mechanical types.

And do calculations for its design.

A second machine is a Filling Machine: this is a liquid filling machine using

PLC controller. It is have for stages: placing cans, filling stage, closing stage, and

stamping stage. It is contain a hydraulics drive, electrical and mechanical.

Fully Automatic Form Fill and Seal Machinery. This machine is used for

solid and liquid materials. Another one is a Fully Automatic Capsule Filling

Machine. And there are more and more filling machines like our project.
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1.7 Time table

Table (1.1): Time table
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1.8 The cost

Table (1.2): Cost table
Type Price/ Unit

NIS
Number
of units

Total
NIS

Induction motor(0.5HP,220V) 125 2 250

Heater(120mmlength ,12mm diameter) 110 8 880
Magnetic proximity sensor (PNP) 20 2 40
Thermometer +Thermo couple(J) 200 1 200
Photo cell 300 1 300
PLC (Delta ES  ) 780 1 780
Frequency converter (0.75W) 650 1 650
Push button switch. 20 6 120
Relay (24V DC, 8 pin) 25 5 125
Emergency switch 20 1 20
1/2 automatic single phase (6A,32A) 8 4 32
GV2 overload(1.6A) 40 2 80
Main switch ON/OFF(3ph,25A) 30 1 30
Selector switch(auto/manual) 20 1 20
Selector switch 15 1 15
Timers (24 DC) 40 3 120
Contactor (S.SHD) 25 2 50
Cylinders 90 5 450
Valves (selectors 3/2) 40 1 40
Valves (selectors 5/2) 50 2 100
DC power supply (24 V, 1.5 A) 100 1 100
Solid state relay 40 2 80
Indicator lamps (V) 5 6 30
Trunks, wires, clement and campus air 600 - 1,200
Box (60X80) 680 1 680
Filter, regulator, lubricator 250 1 250
Filling machine body - - 800
Nylon polling roller 60 4 240
Box+ bearing 85 10 580
Stainless steel selo - - 2000
Roll - - 400
Welding iron - - 600
Gears + chains 350
Total 11612
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1.9 Flow chart

Figure (1.7): Flow chart

Start
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All operations in the flow chart was described in the block diagrams.

1.10 Contents and descriptions

The major contributions and studies made in each chapter can be

resumed as follows:

Chapter one

It talks about an introduction for the project, and how the automation

is developed from past until now. Also this chapter summarize the

importance of automatic filling machine in the factories and how to

enhancement the product. Then talking the reason for selecting this project,

and describe the procedure of the project with its objectives. The Literature

review and time table is mention here.

Chapter two

Theoretical information is mentioned in details. Firstly the main thing

of the project is the controllers, is talking about the history of controllers, also

discuss the difference between many controllers especially the PLC and

microcontroller, and decoct the best one. After that is halting to PLC

concepts, construction, types, and advantages.

Drivers are important information that this chapter is talking about, at

the beginning is talking about for electrical drivers; this section is concentrate

for general construction of electrical drivers. After that is mentioned the

motors types DC and AC types; and some comparison between them. Then

the other section is partake of about three phase induction motors in dilation

with its equations and diagrams.
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Chapter three

Take in details the designs and calculation of the machine

components; as motors, pneumatic cylinders. All calculations are to select an

appropriate design and components.

Chapter four:

The protection elements are considered in this chapter, it talks about

the contactor principle and operation. Then it talks about the relay definition

and operation. Fuses, circuit breakers and overloads concepts and types are

mentioned here also.

Chapter five:

Finally, conclusions and the recommendations are mentioned, ended

with appendices.
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2.2 Controller

2.3 Frequency converter

2.4 Drivers

2.5 Sensor

2.6 Temperature controller
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2.1 Introduction

Before the beginning of any study or design, there should be somehow a

comprehensive background of all components and materials used.

Many components are to be discussed, different components but all related

and dependent of each other.

2.2 Controllers

Control is a process in a system in which one or more Input- quantities affect

other quantities (output quantities) according to specific legality (program).

2.2.1 Control Types

Controllers are of many types, the main types are as follows:

1. Specification of control processes according to the form of signal

representation

 Analog Control: Control follows by using continues signals. The most

important devices of analog control are Motors, valves, amplifiers…

etc.

Figure (2.1): Signal representation of analog control

 Binary Control: Binary controls work with dual-valued signals with

only ON or OFF states (1 or 0). If the control signal is generated by
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the combination of more than one input-signal, so control process is

called logic control.

Figure (2.2): Example of binary control.

 Digital Control: the digital control system generates binary coded

(BCD codes, Gray codes etc.) signals according to the desired input

value. [9]

Most important devices of digital control are coders, micro-processors,

digital memories.

Figure (2.3): Example of digital control.
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2. Specification of control processes according to the form of signal
processing

 Logic control.

– Is control in which the control signals depend only on a logical

combination of the input signals. For the logical combination, the

functions AND, OR, NOT can be used. No storage (memory) or - A logic

control provides usually time characteristic.

– Control problems that have to deal with protection and security are

usually independent on time, thus they can be managed with logic control.

Figure (2.4): Logic control.

 Sequence control.

– Is a control where the control procedure runs step by step? Only One step

(order) is active and the transfer from one step to the next one depends on

according to in the program specified condition (Transition).

– To realize sequence control, memory elements like Flip Flops are needed.

– For complex control problems, sequence control is more suited than logic

control.

– Hence logic control tools exhibit memory devices, the differentiation

between logic and sequence control is often difficult. [9]
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2.2.2 Comparison between some controllers

To automate a machine (the machine has fairly complicated action) which

option is the best. Automation using microprocessor like Pentium and using c/c++

programming or using Programmable logic controller (PLC).

The selection criteria are speed of action and speed of responses to inputs,

availability of controlling schemes and accuracy.

Here some comparison between some of controller as seen below in the

table(2.1):

Table (2.1): comparison between some controllers.

In Comparison Relay systems Computers PLC systems

Price Per Function Fairly Low High Low

Physical Size Bulky Fairly Compact Very Compact

Operating Speed Slow Fairly Fast Fast

Noise Immunity Excellent Fairly Good Good

installation Time Consuming

in All Phases

Time Consuming

in Programming

Easy in All Phases

Complex operation None Yes Yes

Ease of Changes Very Difficult Quite Simple Very Simple

Easy

Of maintenance

Poor-large No. Of

Contacts

Poor-several

Custom Boards

Good-few

Standard Cards
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2.2.3 PLC Controller

PLC's have coming into wide use, both to replace electromechanical control

devices such as relays, timers, and drum switches, and to provide control functions

that are beyond the capacity of the control provided by electromechanical means.

PLC is an industrial computer that controls a machine or process. A PLC

interfaces with the field input and output devices that are part of a control

application. Then, through the control program stored in its memory, the PLC uses

the data supplied by the input devices to manipulate or control the output devices.

The overall PLC process, which is shown in Figure (2.5), is very simple. A PLC

measure or sense signals coming from a machine or process. Then, through its

internal program, the PLC provides control back to the machine or process.

Fig (2.5) PLC Operation

2.2.4 Advantages of PLC

 PLC's are easy to program and install.

 The speed with which internal times operate is much faster than

conventional time delay relay systems.

 Access to PLC's could be restricted or protected.
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 PLC's have the advantage of problem-solving capabilities, over any

other type of control system.

 PLC's are usually designed with communication capabilities that

allow interfacing with local or remote computer systems or operator.

 PLC's are extremely reliable.

2.2.5 Components of PLC

Figure (2.6) shows all the component of PLC unit. Those components are as

follows:

1. The Power Supply. External or internal (24Vdc, 120Vac, 220Vac).

2. The CPU and MEMORY.

3. Input / output interface.

4. The Program.

5. The Programming Languages.

6. The Programming Device or Programming Terminal.

Figure (2.6): PLC components.
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2.3 Frequency Converter

A frequency changer or frequency converter is an electronic device that

converts alternating current (AC) of one frequency to alternating current of another

frequency. The device may also change the voltage, but if it does, that is incidental to

its principal purpose.

Traditionally, these devices were built out of electromechanical components

such as motor-generator sets or rotary converters. But with the advent of solid state

electronics, it has become possible to build completely electronic frequency

changers. These devices usually consist of a rectifier stage (producing direct current)

which is then inverted to produce ac of the desired frequency.

The inverter may use thyristors or IGBTs. If voltage conversion is desired, a

transformer will usually be included in either the ac input or output circuitry and this

transformer may also provide galvanic isolation between the input and output ac

circuits. A battery may also be added to the dc circuitry to improve the converter's

ride-through of brief outages in the input power.

Frequency changers vary in power-handling capability from a few watts to

megawatts. Frequency Converter also offers line isolation, harmonic cancellation,

power factor correction, phase conversion, voltage conversion with balanced,

smooth, controlled power output.

2.3.1 Applications

Frequency changers are used to control the speed and the torque of the AC

motors. In this application, the most typical frequency converter topology is the

three-phase two-level voltage source inverter.
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Another application is in the aerospace and airline industries. Often airplanes

use 400 Hz power, so 50 Hz or 60 Hz to 400 Hz frequency convertor is needed for

use in the ground power unit used to power the airplane wile its on the ground.

Frequency changers are typically used to control the speed of pumps and

fans. In many applications significant energy saving are achieved. The most

demanding application areas are found in the industrial processing lines, where the

control accuracy requirement can be high.

2.3.2 Three phase frequency converter

The frequency converter for the AC induction motor drives is a device that

converts the standard three-phase AC line voltage to a variable-frequency, and

variable-voltage three-phase AC waveforms. The AC induction motor drive supplied

by the frequency converter becomes a variable speed drive and is used for the control

of technologies and machines. The present-day frequency converter is a highly

sophisticated device, which allows the manual control of motor rotation speed,

automatic control according to the signals of an appropriate sensor [1, 2] or

computer-based control. The frequency converters usually utilize a converter-inverter

structure as shown in Fig. (2.7).

Figure (2.7): Simplified diagram of the frequency converter

The AC to DC converter (Fig.2.7) creates DC from the fixed AC line while

the DC to AC inverter develops the variable-frequency, and variable-voltage AC
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from DC. The rectifier, which provides rectification of the fixed AC line voltage, is

used for converting AC to DC. The primary part of the frequency converter is the DC

to AC inverter. It includes the power stage, which contains six power switches.

The IGBT transistors VAt-VCb commonly used as power switches are

controlled by an algorithm, and which is executed in the control unit to create the

proper AC waveforms.

The fault detection and shutdown circuitry must be incorporated into the

inverter to guarantee safe operating of the power stage. Among the problems that are

urgent in AC variable speed drives are fault situations when the motor, during the

deceleration, starts to operate in a regenerative.

2.4 Drivers

Drivers are divided into electrical and mechanical drivers.

2.4.1 Electrical driver

Electric motors convert electrical energy into mechanical motion and are

broadly classified into two different categories: DC (Direct Current) and AC

(Alternating Current). Within these categories are numerous types, each offering

unique abilities that suit them well for specific applications. In most cases, regardless

of type, electric motors consist of a stator (stationary field) and a rotor (the rotating

field or armature) and operate through the interaction of magnetic flux and electric

current to produce rotational speed and torque.

In this part we will compare between different drives to select the correct one

for driving the machine, and we will compare the benefits and advantages of AC vs.

DC, and we will compare the disadvantages of those motors.
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2.4.1.1 AC Motors

The AC motor is divided into two major categories: asynchronous (induction)

and synchronous. When driven by a fixed-frequency AC source with a constant load,

the induction motor operates near the frequency of the input source (or multiple

thereof), while the synchronous motor will operate at the input source frequency (or

multiple thereof). As the frequency of the source is varied, both motor classes will

accordingly change rotational speed. However, as the load changes, the difference

between the input line frequency and the rotational speed of the rotor for the

induction machine will be greater than that of the synchronous machine because of

magnetic slip (the difference in rotor speed versus stator speed in a motor) caused by

induction.

AC motors rotate by producing a rotating magnetic field pattern in the stator

that causes the rotor to follow the rotation of this field pattern. While induction

machines produce rotor movement by inducing a magnetic field in the rotor, the

rotation tends to lag and be asynchronous to the movement of the stator magnetic

field. However, synchronous AC motors produce magnetic fields that cause the rotor

to synchronize to the rotation of the stator magnetic field and tend to be more

efficient than induction motors in applications requiring more than several hundred

horsepower. In addition, synchronous motors are often employed with asynchronous

motors in large industrial applications to stabilize voltage and improve overall power

factor performance due to the synchronous motor's ability to provide leading power

factor.

Single-phase AC motors are extremely low cost and usually operate at a

multiple of line speed for single speed operation. Poly-phase AC machines are the

choice for higher-performance drives requiring more torque in smaller motor frames.

The most common and simple industrial motor is the three phase AC

induction motor, sometimes known as the "squirrel cage" motor. Substantial

information can be found about any motor by checking its (nameplate).
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2.4.1.2 Three phase Induction motor

AC induction motors are the most common motors used in industrial motion

control systems, as well as in main powered home appliances. Simple and rugged

design, low-cost, low maintenance and direct connection to an AC power source are

the main advantages of AC induction motors.

A poly-phase electrical supply is available, the three-phase (or poly-phase)

AC induction motor is commonly used, especially for higher-powered motors. The

phase differences between the three phases of the poly-phase electrical supply create

a rotating electromagnetic field in the motor.

These motors are self-starting and use no capacitor, start winding, centrifugal

switch or other starting device.

Induction motors are the workhorses of industry and motors up to about 500

kW (670 horsepower) in output are produced in highly standardized frame sizes,

Three-phase AC induction motors are widely used in industrial and commercial

applications. There are two types of rotors used in induction motors: squirrel cage

rotors and wound rotors (slip-ring rotor).

2.4.1.2.1 Squirrel Cage rotors

An electric motor with a squirrel cage rotor is sometimes called a squirrel

cage motor. In overall shape it is a cylinder mounted on a shaft. Internally it contains

longitudinal conductive bars of Al-minimum or copper set into grooves and

connected together at both ends by shorting rings forming a cage-like shape. The

name is derived from the similarity between this rings-and-bars winding and a

hamster wheel (presumably similar wheels exist for pet squirrels).
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Figure (2.8): Squirrel Cage rotors

The field windings in the stator of an induction motor set up a rotating

magnetic field around the rotor. The relative motion between this field and the

rotation of the rotor induces electrical current flow in the conductive bars. In turn

these currents flowing lengthwise in the conductors react with the magnetic field of

the motor to produce force acting at a tangent to the rotor, resulting in torque to turn

the shaft. In effect the rotor is carried around with the magnetic field but at a slightly

slower rate of rotation. The difference in speed is called “slip” and increases with

load.

In figure (2.9) shows atypical poly-phase squirrel-cage induction motor
torque-speed curve.
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Figure (2.9) typical induction-motor torque-speed
Curve for constant-voltage, constant-frequency operation.

The conductors are often skewed slightly along the length of the rotor to

reduce noise and smooth out torque fluctuations that might result at some speeds due

to interactions with the pole pieces of the stator. The number of bars on the squirrel

cage determines to what extent the induced currents are fed back to the stator coils

and hence the current through them. The constructions that offer the least feedback

employ prime numbers of bars.

Iron core serves to carry the magnetic field across the motor. In structure and

material it is designed to minimize losses. The thin laminations, separated by varnish

insulation, reduce stray circulating currents that would result in eddy current loss.

The material is a low carbon but high silicon iron with several times the resistance of

pure iron, further reducing eddy-current loss. The low carbon content makes it a

magnetically soft material with low hysterics loss.

The same basic design is used for both single-phase and three-phase motors

over a wide range of sizes. Rotors for three-phase will have variations in the depth

and shape of bars to suit the design classification.
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2.4.1.2.2 Wound rotor

An alternate design, called the wound rotor, is used when variable speed is

required. In this case, the rotor has the same number of poles as the stator and the

windings are made of wire, connected to slip rings on the shaft. Carbon brushes

connect the slip rings to an external controller such as a variable resistor that allows

changing the motor's slip rate. In certain high-power variable speed wound-rotor

drives, the slip-frequency energy is captured, rectified and returned to the power

supply through an inverter.

Compared to squirrel cage rotors, wound rotor motors are expensive and

require maintenance of the slip rings and brushes, but they were the standard form

for variable speed control before the advent of compact power electronic devices.

Transistorized inverters with variable-frequency drive can now be used for speed

control, and wound rotor motors are becoming less common. (Transistorized inverter

drives also allow the more-efficient three-phase motors to be used when only single-

phase mains current is available, but this is never used in household appliances,

because it can cause electrical interference and because of high power requirements).

Several methods of starting a poly-phase motor are used. Where the large

inrush current and high starting torque can be permitted, the motor can be started

across the line, by applying full line voltage to the terminals (Direct-on-line, DOL).

Where it is necessary to limit the starting inrush current (where the motor is large

compared with the short-circuit capacity of the supply), reduced voltage starting

using series inductors, an autotransformer, a thyristors or other devices are used. A

technique sometimes used is (Star-Delta, YΔ) starting, where the motor coils are

initially connected in wye for acceleration of the load, then switched to delta when

the load is up to speed. This technique is more common in Europe than in North

America. Transistorized drives can directly vary the applied voltage as required by

the starting characteristics of the motor and load.

This type of motor is becoming more common in traction applications such as

locomotives, where it is known as the asynchronous traction motor.
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The speed of the AC motor is determined primarily by the frequency of the

AC supply and the number of poles in the stator winding, according to the relation:

p

f
N S

120


(2.1)

Where:

Ns = Synchronous speed, in revolutions per minute.

f = AC power frequency.

P = Number of poles per phase winding.

The slip of the AC motor is calculated by:

S

rS

N

NN
S




(2.2)

Where:

Nr = Rotational speed, in revolutions per minute.

S = Normalized Slip, 0 to 1.

The speed in this type of motor has traditionally been altered by having

additional sets of coils or poles in the motor that can be switched on and off to

change the speed of magnetic field rotation. However, developments in power

electronics mean that the frequency of the power supply can also now be varied to

provide a smoother control of the motor speed.

2.4.2 Mechanical drivers

Mechanical drivers are of many types, but this project concentrates only on

one field of mechanical drivers, which is the pneumatic system.

Pneumatic systems use pressurized gases to transmit and control power. As

the name implies, pneumatic systems typically use air (rather than some other gas) as

the fluid medium, because air is a safe, low-cost, and readily available fluid. It is
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particularly safe in environments where an electrical spark could ignite leaks from

system components.

There are several reasons for considering the use of pneumatic systems in

stead of hydraulic systems. Liquid exhibit greater inertia than do gases. Therefore in

hydraulic systems the weight of oil is a potential problem when accelerating and

decelerating actuators and when suddenly opening and closing valves.

Due to Newton's low of motion (force equal mass multiplied by acceleration),

the force required to accelerate oil is many times greater than that required to

accelerate an equal volume of air. Liquids also exhibit greater viscosity than do

gases. This results in larger friction pressure and power losses. Also, since hydraulic

systems use a fluid foreign to the atmosphere, they require special reservoirs and no-

leak system design. Pneumatic systems use air that is exhausted directly back in to

the surrounding environment. Generally speaking, pneumatic systems are less

expensive than hydraulic systems.

However, because of the compressibility of air, it is impossible to obtain

precise, controlled actuator velocities with pneumatic systems. Also, precise

positioning control is not obtainable. In applications where actuator travel is to be

smooth and steady against the variable loads, the air exhaust from the actuator is

normally metered. Whereas pneumatic pressure are quite low due to compressor

design limitations (less than 250 psi), hydraulic pressure can be as high as 10,000 psi.

thus hydraulic can be high-power systems, whereas pneumatic are confined to low-

power applications.

In pneumatic systems, compressors are used to compress and supply the

necessary quantities of air. Pneumatic systems normally use a large centralized air

compressor, which is considered to be an infinite air source. Free air from the

atmosphere contains varying amounts of moisture.
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The majority functions of pneumatic systems are:

1- Sensors: to determine the status of processor.

2- Processors: to process information.

3- Control elements: to switching actuators.

4- Actuators: carrying out work.

General applications:

1- Packaging.

2- Filling.

3- Door control.

4- Transfer of materials.

Selection criteria for the working section:

1- Force.

2- Stroke.

3- Type of motion.

4- Speed.

5- Service life.

6- Safety and reliability.

7- Energy costs.

8- Controllability.

9- Storage.

2.4.2.1 Structure and signal flow of pneumatic systems

Pneumatic systems consist of an interconnection of different groups of

elements.
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Figure (2.10) signal flow

This group of elements forms a control path for signal flow, starting from the

signal section (input) through to the actuating section (output). Control elements

control the actuating elements in accordance with the signals received from the

processing elements.

The primary levels in a pneumatic system are:

 Energy supply

 Input elements (sensors)

 Processing elements (processors)

 Control elements

 Power components (actuators)

2.4.2.2 Valves

The function of valves is to control the pressure or flow rate of pressure

media. Depending on design, these can be divided into the following categories:
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 Directional control valves

o Input/signaling elements

o Processing elements

o Control elements

 Non-return valves

 Flow control valves

 Pressure control valves

 Shut-off valves

The directional control valve controls the passage of air signals by generating,

Canceling or redirecting signals.

 Number of ports or openings (ways)

 Number of positions

 Methods of actuation of the valve

 Methods of return actuation

Figure (2.11) 3/2 way roller lever valve

As a processing element the directional control valve redirects or cancels

signals depending on the signal inputs received.
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Figure (2.12) 3/2 way air actuated valve,
Single pilot valve, with spring return

As a control element the directional control valve must deliver the required

quantity of air to match the power component requirements.

Figure (2.13) 5/2 way valve for cylinder
Control: double pilot valve

The non-return valve allows a signal to flow through the device in one

direction and in the other direction blocks the flow. Amongst others, this principle is

applied in shuttle valves or quick exhaust valves.

2.5 Sensors

A sensor is a type of transducer (Direct-indicating sensors). A sensor is a

device which can respond to some properties of the environment and transform the
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response into an electric signal. The general working mechanism of a sensor is

illustrated by the following scheme in figure (2.19):

Figure (2.14) Mechanism of a sensor

Sensors are used in everyday objects such as touch-sensitive elevator buttons

and lamps which dim or brighten by touching the base. There are also innumerable

applications for sensors of which most people are never aware. Applications include

automobiles, machines, aerospace, medicine, industry, and robotics.

2.5.1 Proximity Sensor

A Proximity sensor can detect objects without physical contact. A proximity

sensor often emits an electromagnetic field or beam and look for changes in the field.

The object being sensed is often referred to as the proximity sensor's target. Different

proximity sensor targets demand different sensors. For example, a capacitive or

photoelectric sensor might be suitable for a plastic target; an inductive proximity

sensor requires a metal target.

Proximity sensor selection depends on the material to be sensed. Proximity

sensor probes for sensing non-conducting surfaces or insulators vary slightly from

those for conducting surfaces. Non-conducting probe signals are also more difficult

to be linearized.
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2.5.1.1 Capacitive Proximity Sensors

Capacitive sensors detect the change in capacitance caused by the approach

of an object.

Capacitive proximity sensors are similar to inductive proximity sensors. The

main difference between the two types is that instead of an electromagnetic field.

Capacitive proximity switches will sense metal as well as nonmetallic materials such

as paper, glass, liquids, and cloth.

Figure (2.15): Capacitive Proximity Sensors.

A typical capacitive proximity sensor has a 10-mm sensing range and is 30

mm in diameter. The proximity sensor incorporates a potentiometer to allow fine

tuning of the sensing range and can repetitively detect objects within 0.01 mm of the

set point. Switching frequency is 10 Hz, and operating temperature range is -14 to

158°F.

Figure (2.16): Principle operation of proximity sensor

2.5.1.1.1 Advantages of capacitive proximity sensors

1- Detect conductive or non-conductive materials.

2- Target detection is not affected by color.
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3- Adjustable sensitivity potentiometer allows differentiation between materials,

ability to "tune out" mounting hardware or intermediate barrier materials.

4- Relatively longer range / higher sensitivity for small metal parts and wires.

2.5.1.1.2 Applications of capacitive proximity sensors

The following figures appear the main applications of a capacitive proximity

sensor, either for leveling of liquids and inspection of packaging contents.

(a) (b)

Figure (2.17): (a) Level control or monitoring via sight glass.
(b) Inspect for package contents

2.5.1.2 Inductive proximity sensor

Coil inductance is greatly affected by the presence of ferromagnetic materials here

the proximity of a ferromagnetic plate is determined by measuring the inductance of

a coil.

Figure (2.18): Inductive sensor
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2.5.2 Photo-electric sensor

Three types of photoelectric sensors are available:

1- Direct Reflection (Diffused): emitter and receiver are housed together and

use the light reflected directly off the object for detection.

Figure (2.19): Diffused sensor.

2- Reflection with Reflector (Retro reflective): emitter and receiver are

housed together and require a reflector. An object is detected when it

interrupts the light beam between the sensor and reflector.

Figure (2.20): Reflector sensor.

3- Thru Beam: emitter and receiver are housed separately and detect an

object when it interrupts the light beam between the emitter and receiver.

Figure (2.21): Thru beam sensor.
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2.5.3 Light sensors

Light sensors often use an infrared LED as a light source. Infrared LED's

have a greater intensity than LED's that emit visible light. And when infrared

photodiodes are used the sensors are relatively insensitive to ambient light.

Photoelectric light sources are often modulated at a given frequency to prevent

interference from ambient light. But flashes or reflections can still fool light-

activated sensors. This problem is solved by using a modulated receiver. Here the

detector is synchronized to the light source frequency.

Figure (2.22): Light sensors

2.5.4 Magnetic sensor

Magnetic sensors are actuated by the presence of a permanent magnet. Their

operating principle is based on the use of reed contacts, which consist of two low

reluctance Ferro-magnetic reeds enclosed in glass bulbs containing inert gas. The

reciprocal attraction of both reeds in the presence of a magnetic field, due to

magnetic induction, establishes an electrical contact.

2.5.5 Thermocouple sensor

In electronics and in electrical engineering, thermocouples are a widely used

type of temperature sensor, and can also be used as a means to convert thermal

potential difference into electric potential difference. They are cheap and

interchangeable, have standard connectors, and can measure a wide range of

temperatures. The main limitation is accuracy; system errors of less than one degree

Celsius (°C) can be difficult to achieve.
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It is important to note that thermocouples measure the temperature difference

between two points, not absolute temperature. In traditional applications, one of the

junctions the cold junction was maintained at a known (reference) temperature, while

the other end was attached to a probe.

When two wires composed of dissimilar metals are joined at both ends and

one of the ends is heated, there is a continuous current which flows in the

thermoelectric circuit. Thomas Seebeck made this discovery in 1821.

Figure (2.23): The seebeck effect.

If this circuit is broken at the centre, the net open circuit voltage (the See beck

voltage) is a function of the junction temperature and the composition of the two

metals.

Figure (2.24): See beck voltage.

Thermocouples are most suitable for measuring over a large temperature

range, up to 1800 °C. They are less suitable for applications where smaller

temperature differences need to be measured with high accuracy, for example the

range 0–100 °C with 0.1 °C accuracy. For such applications, thermistors and

resistance temperature detectors are more suitable.
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2.6 Temperature controller

Temperature control is a process in which the temperature of an object is

measured and the passage of heat energy into or out of the object is adjusted to

achieve a desired temperature.

2.6.1 Principle of operation

To accurately control process temperature without extensive operator

involvement, a temperature control system relies upon a controller, which accepts a

temperature sensor such as a thermocouple or RTD as input. It compares the actual

temperature to the desired control temperature, or set point, and provides an output to

a control element. The controller is one part of the entire control system, and the

whole system should be analyzed in selecting the proper controller.

2.6.2 Considerations for selecting temperature controllers

The following items should be considered when selecting a controller:

 Type of input sensor (thermocouple, RTD) and temperature range.

 Type of output required (electromechanical relay, SSR, analog output).

 Control algorithm needed (on/off, proportional, PID).

 Number and type of outputs (heat, cool, alarm, limit).

2.6.3 Temperature controller types

1- On-Off Controllers

On-Off controllers are the simplest type of controllers featuring on-off

control action.
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Figure (2.25): on-off controller

2- Auto-tune PID Controllers

PID controllers provide very tight control but the PID algorithm requires

tuning. Auto-tune controllers provide that function.

Figure (2.26): Auto-tune PID Controllers

3- Multi loop Controllers.

Each control loop normally consists of one input and at least one output.

Figure (2.27): Multi loop Controllers

4- Safety Limit Controllers

A safety limit controller is an off-off controller with a latching output. When
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the output changes state it requires a manual reset to change it back. Safety

limit controllers are typically used as redundant controllers, to shut down a

process when undesirable limits are reached.

Figure (2.28): Safety Limit Controllers

5- Temperature Switches

A safety limit controller is an off-off controller with a latching

output. When the output changes state it requires a manual reset to change

it back. Safety limit controllers are typically used as redundant

controllers, to shut down a process when undesirable limits are reached.

Figure (2.29): Temperature Switches
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CHAPTER THREE
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3.1 Introduction

In the designing process, steps were divided into four stages, electrical, mechanical,

pneumatic and control. Each stage of the previous points will be discussed in details

in the following sections of this chapter.

3.2 Electrical design

In this section, there are two motors used, one for filling operations, and the

second is used for rolls pulling. Also there are heaters and temperature controllers.

3.2.1 Filling motor

This motor is used in our machine for driving the auger needed to delimit the

quantity of powder.

All calculations of motor power depend on load torque, as shown in the

following equations.

Figure (3.1): Screw dimension

(3.1)wnF t

Where:

F: Force required for rotate the screw. (N)

nt: Number of screw teeth

W: Wight of powder.(N)
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 : Coefficient of friction between powder and screw material.

r = 15mm = 0.015m

nt = number of teeth

µ = 0.3

= 1.5

Where : λ is the safety factor.

nm = 600 rpm

N176.4

3.0*2.39*15


F

Nm2.646

(3.2)*


 rFT

Where:

T: Load torque.(N.M)

r: screw radius.(M)

Figure (3.2): Auger construction
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(3.3)*TTm 

Where:

Tm: motor torque (N.m).

λ: safety factor.

(3.4)* wTmp 

Where:

P: motor power.

w: motor speed (rad/sec)

3.2.2 Roll pulling motor

This motor is used to pull the roll that uses a construct sacks.

Figure (3.3): Pulling roll construction

(3.5)
J

JT 2
1L0 rollTTl 






Where:
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Tl : Instantaneous value of developed load torque.(N.M).

TL0: Instantaneous value of load (resisting) torque, referred to motor

shaft.(N.M).

J1: Moment of inertia for first cylinder.(Kg-m2).

J2: Moment of inertia for second cylinder.(Kg-m2).

a: Ratio of gear and equal 1.

 =
dt

d
: Angular acceleration.

Figure (3.4): Moving the roll





JKXr
dt

d
JTsTroll





2

(3.6)

Where:

(3.7)KXFs 

(3.8))(2 rKXTs 

(3.9)
J

JTl 2
1L0 rollTT 






(3.10)*TlTm 

(3.11)* wTmp 

Where:

K: stiffness of spring.

X: compression distance of spring.
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3.3 Power and control circuits for filling and pulling motor

 Power circuit

Figure (3.5): Motors power circuit
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 Control circuit

Figure(3.6): Control circuit

3.4 Pneumatic design

In this part we will calculate the cross section of the pistons.

Figure (3.7): Piston load

(3.12)Fexta*m wF  

(3.13)
P

F
A 

Where:

w: weight (N)

μ: friction factor

m: mass (kg)
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a: linear acceleration (m/s2)

Fext:  force needed to ironing the sack (N)

F: force (N)

A: cross section area of piston (m2)

P: pressure (bar)

3.4.1 Pneumatic circuit power

This circuit describe the pistons that move the ironing unit and the cutter.

Figure(3.8): Hydraulic power circuit

3.4.2 Control circuit

1- For vertical and horizontal piston

N

From PLC(Y1)

Common signal (-)

L

R1

M2M1
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2- For cutting piston

(b)

Figure(3.9): Control circuits, (a): ironing unit, (b) cutting piston

3.5 Mechanical design

This section talks about mechanical machine parts and elements used, then

how the implementation method is to be constructed. Also there are detailed

dimensions of the whole elements used with directed positions.

The mechanical system in the project has main parts, those parts are

combined together to form mechanical units, and those units are combined also

together for forming the machine. Following is a brief discussion about each one of

the components.

In the project according to the mechanical side, the machines rigid body

(base-table) represents the main supporter of the machine that takes the trouble of

handling all other components such as pulling units, movement units, filling unit and

ironing unit.

Pulling units represent pulling induction motor, pulling columns and wheels.

Following figures appear the previous mentioned parts.

Common signal (-)

From PLC(Y3)
L

R2

M3

N
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( a )                                                                                       ( b )

( c )

Figure (3.10): Pulling units parts: (a): 1:1 gear, (b): Pulling desk, (c): Pulling rod

Now those parts are to be connected together to form the following figure.

Figure(3.11): Pulling unit

Movement units represent rollers that move the plastic roll. This unit contains

rollers. For more details see the figure below.
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Figure(3.12): Movement units

Filling units represent a cone, auger and the filling motor.

Figure(3.13): Filling unit

Ironing units contains the heater handler, boxes and pulling pistons. For more

details see the figure below.
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( a )                                                             ( b )

( c )                                                             ( d )

( e )

Figure(3.14): Ironing vertical heater: (a): vertical heater, (b): Held plat , (c): Box

(d): Rod mover, (e): Vertical heater unit
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(a) (b)

( c ) (d)

(e)

Figure(3.15):Ironing horizontal heater: (a): horizontal heater, (b): Held plat , (c): Box

(d): Rod mover, (e): horizontal heater unit
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All mechanical components were assembled together to form the final shape

of the machine. That configuration is clear enough in the comprehensive figure

shown below.

(a) (b)
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( c ) (d)

(e)
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(f)

Figure(3.16): assembly of machine: (a): Front view, (b): Left view, (c):Roll view,

(d): Heaters view, (e): roll movement view, (f): cone view
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Following figure shows the projections of the main machine platform.

Figure(3.17): Pulling unit projection

(a)
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(b)

Figure(3.18): Ironing unit (a): Vertical heater, (b): horizontal heater

(a)
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(b)

( c )

Figure(3.19): Projection of the machine: (a): front, (b): left, (c): top
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3.6 Controllers

In this project it has been used two main controllers which are PLC
controllers and temperature controllers.

3.6.1 PLC program

PLC controller takes the trouble of controlling many operations within the
machine such as roll pulling, ironing period, filling and cutting.

Following is the allocation table of the PLC program that has been used for
operations control.

Table (3.1): allocation table
Inputs Symbol Logic allocation

Select auto switch on. S1 S1: Auto operation.

Select manual switch on. S2 S2: Manual operation

Emergency EM EM: Is pressed all operation

are off.

Start S3 S3: Is pressed, machine on.

Stop S0 S0: Is pressed, machine off

Manual start roll S4 S4:Is pressed, pulling the roll

Temperature control alarm Se1 Se1: Heater alarm, se1 = 1

Photo cell Se2 Se2:Stop roll , se2 = 1.

Pulling roll timer T1 T1: Start pull the roll; T=1.

Piston sensor Se3 Se3: Stop piston; Se3 = 1

Ironing timer T2 T2: Start ironing

operation,T2=1

Cutting  piston sensor Se4 Se4:Go back piston; Se4=1.

Manual start cutting S5 S5: Is pressed, cutting process.

Manual start ironing S6 S6: Is pressed, ironing process.

Filing timer T3 T3: Start filing,T3=1

Manual filling S7 S7: Is pressed filling start
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Output.

Roll motor Y0 Y0= 1, Start run motor.

Start piston move Y1 Y1 = 1, Piston move

Ironing timer Y3 Y3 = 1, Timer start.

Filling motor Y4 Y4 = 1, Start filling.

Filling timer Y5 Y5 = 1, Start timer.

Pulling roll timer Y6 Y6 = 1: Start timer

The PLC connection is shown below in figure (3.20).

Figure(3.20): PLC connection

3.6.1.1 Timer circuits

1- Ironing timer

T2

From PLC(Y2)

To PLC (X12)

From popup supply (24V)

Common signal (-)

(a)
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2- Filing timer

(b)

3- Pulling timer

(c)
Figure(3.21): Timer control circuits: (a) Ironing timer, (b) Filling timer,

(c) Pulling timer

3.6.2 Temperature controllers

Those controllers take the trouble of controlling directions of both sides of

the sack, horizontal and vertical directions.

Following figure shows the connection technique of one of the above

temperature controllers, and the second one is to be connected in a similar way.

From popup supply (24V)

T1

From PLC(Y6)

Common signal (-) To PLC (X10)

From popup supply (24V)

T3

From PLC(Y5)

Common signal (-) To PLC (X16)
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Figure(3.22): Temperature control circuit

3.7 Quantity of product

After testing the filling motor we find that every one revolution fill 10 gram

1 rev ……….. 10g

= 200 g

= 20 rev (3.14)
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n= 600 rpm

where

n: motor speed

number of sacks that we fill it in one minute

sacks (3.15)

Time needs for filling one sack= = 2 sec

 Roll motor time

The length of sack is constant = 12 cm

We need one sack

(3.16)

Where

r: radius of pulling roller

in one revolution we pull one sack

n mot = 600 rpm

To pull one sack we need

ironing piston

the acceleration of push piston is

a = 0.3m/s2

the distance between heaters = 4 cm

the distance that one heater ……. = 0.2 m

s

Let the ironing time and cut time = 5 seconds

The time that needed to prepare the sack and fill it = 2 + 0.1 + 0.3 = 2.4 sec

2.4 * 2 = 4.8 sec

= 12.5 sack

That mean the machine will produce 13 sacks in one minute.
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CHAPTER FOUR

PROTECTION

4.1 Introduction

4.2 Contactor

4.3 Relay

4.4 Fuse

4.5 Circuit breaker

4.6 Over load
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4.1 Introduction

The power circuit of an automatic control system must perform the function
of isolation, safety control, functional control and electrical protection, which
detected overloads and short circuits.

Protection devices must be used in electrical control circuits to detect any
electrical and mechanical problems, which can occur in the load.

Any protection devices must allow the motor to start but also protect the
motor by preventing its operation when an over current occurs for too long a time
period.

4.2 Contactor

A contactor is an electrically controlled switch (relay) used for switching a
power circuit. A contactor is activated by a control input which is a lower voltage /
current than that which the contactor is switching. Contactors come in many forms
with varying capacities and features. Unlike a circuit breaker a contactor is not
intended to interrupt a short circuit current

Contactors range from having a breaking current of several amps and 110
volts to thousands of amps and many kilovolts. The physical size of contactors
ranges from a few inches to the size of a small car.

Contactors are used to control electric motors, lighting, heating, capacitor
banks, and other electrical loads.

Figure (4.1): Contactor
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Contactors used for starting electric motors are commonly fitted with

overload protection to prevent damage to their loads. When an overload is detected

the contactor is tripped, removing power downstream from the contactor.

Contactors are designed to be directly connected to high-current load devices,

not other control devices, when current passes through the electromagnet, a magnetic

field is produced which attracts ferrous objects, in this case the moving core of the

contactor is attracted to the stationary core. Since there is an air gap initially, the

electromagnet coil draws more current initially until the cores meet and reduct the

gap, increasing the inductive impedance of the circuit.

4.3 Relay

A relay is an electrical switch that opens and closes under the control of

another electrical circuit. In the original form, the switch is operated by an

electromagnet to open or close one or many sets of contacts. Because a relay is able

to control an output circuit of higher power than the input circuit, it can be

considered to be, in a broad sense, a form of an electrical amplifier.

Figure (4.2): relay
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When a current flows through the coil, the resulting magnetic field attracts an

armature that is mechanically linked to a moving contact. The movement either

makes or breaks a connection with a fixed contact. When the current to the coil is

switched off, the armature is returned by a force approximately half as strong as the

magnetic force to its relaxed position. Usually this is a spring, but gravity is also used

commonly in industrial motor starters. Most relays are manufactured to operate

quickly. In a low voltage application, this is to reduce noise. In a high voltage or high

current application, this is to reduce arcing.

4.3.1 Relays are used to

 Control a high-voltage circuit with a low-voltage signal.

 Control a high-current circuit with a low-current signal..

 Detect and isolate faults on transmission and distribution lines by

opening and closing circuit breakers.

 Isolate the controlling circuit from the controlled circuit when the two

are at different potentials.

 Perform logic functions.

 Perform time delay functions. Relays can be modified to delay

opening or delay closing a set of contacts.

4.4 Fuse

In electronics and electrical engineering a fuse is a type of over current

protection device. Its essential component is a metal wire or strip that melts when too

much current flows. When the metal strip melts, it opens the circuit of which it's a

part, and so protects the circuit from excessive current.

Fuses (and other over current devices) are an essential part of a power

distribution system to prevent fire or damage. When too much current flows through

a wire, it may overheat and be damaged or even start a fire. Wiring regulations give

the maximum rating of a fuse for protection of a particular circuit. Local authorities

will incorporate national wiring regulations as part of law. Fuses are selected to
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allow passage of normal currents, but to quickly interrupt a short circuit or overload

condition.

Figure (4.3): kind of fuse

The fuse is a piece of wire which can carry a stated current. If the current

rises above this value it will melt. If the fuse melts (blows) then there is an open

circuit and no current can then flow thus protecting the equipment by isolating it

from the power supply. The fuse must be able to carry slightly more than the normal

operating current of the equipment to allow for tolerances and small current surges.

With some equipment there is a very large surge of current for a short time at switch

on. If a fuse is fitted to withstand this large current there would be no protection

against faults which cause the current to rise slightly above the normal value.

Figure (4.4): Principle operation of fuse
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Therefore special antis urge fuses are fitted. These can stand 10 times the

rated current for 10 milliseconds. If the surge lasts longer than this the fuse will

blow.

Always find out why the fuse blew before replacing it. Occasionally they

grow tired and fail. If the fuse is black and silvery then it is likely that there is a dead

short (very low resistance) somewhere.

4.4.1 Interrupting rating

A fuse also has a rated interrupting capacity, also called breaking capacity,

which is the maximum current the fuse can safely interrupt. Generally this should be

higher than the maximum prospective short circuit current. Miniature fuses may have

an interrupting rating only 10 times their rated current. Fuses for small low-voltage

wiring systems are commonly rated to interrupt 10,000 amperes. Fuses for larger

power systems must have higher interrupting ratings, with some low-voltage current-

limiting "high rupturing capacity" (HRC) fuses rated for 300,000 amperes. Fuses for

high-voltage equipment, up to 115,000 volts, are rated by the total apparent power

(megavolt-amperes, MVA) of the fault level on the circuit.

4.4.2 Voltage rating

As well as a current rating, fuses also carry a voltage rating indicating the

maximum circuit voltage in which the fuse can be used. For example, glass tube

fuses rated 32 volts should never be used in line-operated (mains-operated)

equipment even if the fuse physically can fit the fuse holder. Fuses with ceramic

cases have higher voltage ratings. Fuses carrying a 250 V rating may be safely used

in a 125 V circuit, but the reverse is not true as the fuse may not be capable of safely

interrupting the arc in a circuit of a higher voltage. Medium-voltage fuses rated for a

few thousand volts are never used on low voltage circuits, due to their expense and

because they cannot properly clear the circuit when operating at very low voltages.
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4.5 Circuit breaker

A circuit breaker is an automatically-operated electrical switch designed to

protect an electrical circuit from damage caused by overload or short circuit. Unlike

a fuse, which operates once and then has to be replaced, a circuit breaker can be reset

(either manually or automatically) to resume normal operation. Circuit breakers are

made in varying sizes, from small devices that protect an individual household

appliance up to large switchgear designed to protect high voltage circuits feeding an

entire city.

Figure (4.5): kind of circuit breaker

Magnetic circuit breakers are implemented using a solenoid (electromagnet)

that's pulling force increases with the current. The circuit breaker's contacts are held

closed by a latch and, as the current in the solenoid increases beyond the rating of the

circuit breaker, the solenoid's pull releases the latch which then allows the contacts to

open by spring action.

The maximum short-circuit current that a breaker can interrupt is determined

by testing. Application of a breaker in a circuit with a prospective short-circuit

current higher than the breaker's interrupting capacity rating may result in failure of

the breaker to safely interrupt a fault.
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4.5.1 Types of circuit breakers

There are many different technologies used in circuit breakers and they do

not always fall into distinct categories. Types that are common in domestic,

commercial and light industrial applications at low voltage (less than 1000 V)

include:

 MCB (Miniature Circuit Breaker rated current not more than 100 A.

Trip characteristics normally not adjustable, Thermal or thermal-

magnetic operation. Breakers illustrated above are in this category.

 MCCB (Moulded Case Circuit Breaker) rated current up to 1000 A.

Thermal or thermal-magnetic operation. Trip current may be

adjustable.

 Vacuum circuit breaker with rated current up to 3000 A.

 Air circuit breaker with rated current up to 10,000 A

4.6 Overload

To protect the motor and related circuits from accidental overloads, either the starter

of the motor should be equipped with automatic devices that will open the circuit

should an overload exist; this protection can be provided by fuses, circuit breaker or

overload relay.

An "Over current Relay" is a type of protective relay which operates when the load

current exceeds a preset value. In a typical application the over current relay is used

for over current protection, connected to a current transformer and calibrated to

operate at or above a specific current level. When the relay operates, one or more

contacts will operate and energize a trip coil in a Circuit Breaker and trip (open) the

Circuit Breaker.
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4.6.1 Thermal Overload

Overload heaters work on principle that motor load (and therefore motor

temperature) is directly related to the current drawn by the motor. Current flowing

from the motor contactor to the motor passes through the motor.

Overload heaters (one per phase) which are mounted in the control overload block. If

the motor current exceeds the desired value, the heat produced by the motor overload

heater will cause a control circuit contact in the overload block to open, drop out the

contactor coil, and stop the motor. Manufacturers provide Heater Selection Charts

from which the correct heater is chosen based on the motor nameplate Full Load

Amps (FLA).

Figure (4.6): Melting Alloy Type Overload

4.6.1.1 Operating Principle

When the motor current exceeds the rated value, the temperature will rise to a

point where the alloy melts; the ratchet wheel is then free to rotate, and the contact

pawl moves upward under spring pressure allowing the control circuit contacts to

open. After the heater element cools, the ratchet wheel will again be held stationary

and the overload contacts can be reset. Severe fault currents can damage the heater
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element and they should be replaced after such an occurrence. However, normally

overloads, usually, will not affect the heater element or alter its accuracy.

Figure (4.7): Schematic Diagram

Circuit operation is as follows:

 Close MCP to apply power to the circuit.

 Depress momentary START push button. This causes the Main

Contactor Coil M to be energized.

 Main Contactor Coil M closes M contacts (3) to start motor and also

closes the Ma auxiliary contact.

 Auxiliary Contact Ma seals around the momentary START push

button which can now be released.

 The motor continues to run until the normally closed STOP push

button is momentarily depressed.

 In the event of an overload, the overload heaters will open the

normally closed OL contact and drop-out the Main Contactor M and

stop the motor.

 After an overload trip, the overload heaters must cool to permit

resetting of the overload contact.
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Chapter five

Conclusions and Recommendation

5.1 Conclusion

5.2 Recommendation
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5.1 Conclusion

Powder filling machines come in a wide variety of sizes, shapes, filling

principles and degrees of technical sophistication in response to the ever-widening

diversity of powder filling applications around.

The powder filling machine consist of several stages each of them has its own

work (auger), but the most important is the filling one, we can developed this stage

by weight sensor to get more accuracy.

The variations of auger filling systems available are almost as many as the

diversity of powder filling applications.

In low loads as a powder we can brake the AC motor by deceleration

parameter in the frequency convertor, without needed a traditional clutch/brake

drive.

In the other machines there are ready sacks, but in our machine we have a roll

of plastic and the machine prepare the sack and packaging it.

The productivity for this machine is excellent and it can reduce labor cost,

time and increase the overall efficiency.

There are many controllers that used to control machines, such as

microprocessor, PC, and PLC. The more suitable one is a PLC, because it is fast,

very simple, and easy in all phases in installation.

The mass of the material to be filled depends on the number of turns of auger,

and after performing proper calculations which in turn basically depends on auger

dimensions and the number of the motor turns the amount of the material to be filled

by 200 gm per pocket has been found.
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It was depend on the amount of fill and the time of the motor rotation and the

time required for the pocket closure to determine production quantity per machine

which was equal to 13 pockets per minute.

It is possible to increase the production of the machine by increasing filling

speed, polling and ironing but that will affect the accuracy of the required weight so

there will be increasing or decreasing in the weight.

At low loads in ac motors the deceleration can be reduced by using frequency

converter parameter and by this method we can stop using the classical mechanical

methods (clutch/brake drive) because of the stoppage time at the high rotation speeds

in the frequency converter is 0.1 second.
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5.2 Recommendation

 The metal workshops must have highly trained technician to read the plans

and to perform the designs.

 The university should provide the proper toolsets which enable student to

assemble his project and to test it the university campus so he could get

benefit of experiences in the university.

 Such projects should be handled among different departments according to

the project nature (we had lots of mechanical problems that we might solve

without having enough previous knowledge.

 Once the university administration financially supported graduation projects

this, support must be provided at the beginning of the project work to enable

students to do their projects according to the time plan and to test them at the

proper time.

 Adding some parts to the machine such as the mass sensor and the touch

screen which enable to save some other parts.

 Enhancing the machine to be able to fill more than one material type and

different weights and to be able to fill large volumes and weights.

o Adding transmission built and a unit to sort the filled pockets
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Appendix A.

Symbols and standards in pneumatics.

 Symbols used in energy conversion and preparation.



 Directional control valves: symbol development.

 Directional control valves: ports and positions (ways).



 Examples of designations.

 Methods of actuation.



 Non-return valves and derivatives.

 Flow control valves.

 Pressure valves.



 Linear actuators.



 Rotary motion.

 Auxiliary symbols



1- Caopacitive proximity sensor.





Photoelectric proximity sensor.
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Variable Speed AC Motor Drive
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1  WARNING 

 This Installation Sheet only provides descriptions for electrical specifications, function specifications, 

installation & wiring, troubleshooting and peripherals. Other detail infromation about programming and 

instructions, please see PLC Application Manual. For more information about the optional peripherals, 

please refer to their individual instruction sheet or user manuals.  

 This is an OPEN TYPE PLC. The PLC should be kept in an enclosure away from airborne dust, high 

humidity, electric shock risk and vibration. Also, it should be equipped with protective methods such as 

some special tools or keys to open the enclosure, so as to avoid the hazard to users and the damage to 

the PLC.  The power must be OFF before any maintenance. 

 Never connect the AC main circuit power supply to any of the input/output terminals, as it will damage the 

PLC. Check all the wiring prior to power up. To avoid any electromagnetic noise, make sure the PLC is 

properly grounded .  Do NOT touch terminals when power on. 

2  INTRODUCTION 

2.1. Model Name Explanation and Peripherals 

Thank you very much for purchasing Delta’s DVP-ES/EX Series PLC. DVP-ES/EX Series provide the main 

processing units and extension units. The processing units offer 14~60 points and the extension units offer 8~32 

points. The maximum input and output can be extended up to 128 points respectively. Also, it can be used on 

various applications according to input and output points, power supply, digital input and output modules. 

 Nameplate Explanation 

PLC Model
Input Power Supply Spec.

Output Module Spec.

Barcode and Serial Number
MCU Version

100~240Vac 50/60Hz 35VA MAX
2.0A 240Vac 50/60Hz RES LOAD

32ES00R2T5140004VX.XX

 

32ES00R 2 T 5 14 0004

Production series

Production week

Production year (2005)

Production plant (Taoyuan)

Serial number of version

Production Model  

 Model/Serial Number Explanation 

DVP 2

E : Main Processing Unit (MPU)
X : Extension Unit

S : Standard
X : A/D, D/A Functions

M : Digital Input
N : Digital Output
P : Digital Input/Output

2 : Advanced Type

R : Relay
T : Transistor
N : No Output Module
00 : 

H TYPE

01 :

L TYPE

11 :

H TYPE

C : Non-extended 

Product Series
Points (Input + Output)

Models

Model Type AC Input DC Input DC Input

 
 Peripherals 

◎ DVP-HPP Series: Handheld Programmable Panel 
◎ WPLSoft: DVP-PLC Programming Software Tool (Windows based software) 
◎ DVPACAB115: 1.5M Cable (HPP  PLC, provided in DVP-HPP Series) 
◎ DVPACAB215: 1.5M Cable (PC  PLC) 
◎ DVPACAB230: 3.0M Cable (PC  PLC) 
◎ DVPACAB315: 1.5M Cable (HPP  PC) 
◎ DVPACAB403: 30cm Cable (Main processing unit  Extension unit, or Extension unit  Extension I/O 

signal extension cable) 

2.2. Product Profile and Outline 

1. DIN rail clip 9. Input / Output 

2. DIN rail (35mm) 10. Status indicators: POWER, RUN, and 
ERROR 

3. Direct mounting holes 11. Input / Output terminal cover 

4. Communication Ports Cover (RS-232C) 12. Input / Output terminal cover 

5. Extension Port indicators  13. Input / Output terminal nameplate 
panel 

6. Input / Output terminals  14. Input / Output terminal nameplate 
panel 

7. Input / Output terminals  15. RS-485 communication port 

 

 8. Input / Output indicators  

2.3. DVP-ES/EX Series Models 

◎ ES Standard Main Processing Units (MPU-00) 
Input Unit Output Unit Model Name Power

Point Type Point Type
Profile Profile Reference 

DVP14ES00R2 8 6  
DVP24ES00R2 16 8 
DVP32ES00R2 16 16 
DVP40ES00R2 24 16 

 

DVP60ES00R2 36 24 

Relay 

 
DVP14ES00T2 8 6  
DVP24ES00T2 16 8 
DVP32ES00T2 16 16 
DVP40ES00T2 24 16 

 

DVP60ES00T2 

100~ 
240 
VAC 

36 

DC Sink
or 

Source

24 

Transistor

 

◎ ES Standard Main Processing Units (MPU-01,11) 
Input Unit Output Unit Model Name Power

Point Type Point Type
Profile

DVP14ES01R2 8 6  
DVP24ES01R2 16 8  
DVP24ES11R2 16 8  
DVP32ES01R2 16 16 

Relay 

 
DVP14ES01T2 8 6  
DVP24ES01T2 16 8 
DVP32ES01T2 

24 
VDC 

16 

DC Sink
or 

Source

16 
Transistor  

 

 

 

◎ EX Special Function Main Processing Units (MPU-00, MPU-11) 
Input Unit Output Unit 

Point Type Point Type Model Name Power
DI AI DI AI DO AO DO AO 

Profile Reference 

DVP20EX00R2 8 4 6 2 Relay 

DVP20EX00T2 

100~ 
240 
VAC 8 4 6 2 Transistor

DVP20EX11R2 24 
VDC 8 4

DC Sink
or 

Source 

-20mA~20
mA 
or 

-10V ~ +10 
V 

6 2 Relay 

0~20mA
or 

0～10V

 

◎ Digital I/O Extension Unit for DVP-ES/EX Series- 00 
Input Unit Output Unit Model Name Power

Point Type Point Type 
Profile Reference 

DVP24XN00R 0 24
DVP24XP00R 16 8 
DVP32XP00R 16 16

Relay 

DVP24XN00T 0 24
DVP24XP00T 16 8 
DVP32XP00T 

100~ 
240 
VAC 

16 

DC 
Sink
or 

Source

16
Transistor

 
◎ Digital I/O Extension Unit for DVP-ES/EX Series- 01 (L TYPE) 

Input Unit Output Unit Model Name Power
Point Type Point Type 

Profile Profile Reference 
DVP16XM01N 16 0 None  
DVP16XN01R 0 16
DVP24XN01R 0 24
DVP24XP01R 16 8 
DVP32XP01R 16 16

Relay 

DVP16XN01T 0 16
DVP24XN01T 0 24
DVP24XP01T 16 8 
DVP32XP01T 

24 
VDC 

16 

DC 
Sink
or 

Source

16

Transistor

 

◎ Digital I/O Extension Unit for DVP-ES/EX Series-11 (H TYPE) 
Input Unit Output Unit Model Name Power

Point Type Point Type 
Profile Profile Reference 

DVP08XM11N 8 0  
DVP16XM11N 16 0 

None 
 

DVP08XN11R 0 8  
DVP16XN11R 0 16
DVP24XN11R 0 24

 

DVP08XP11R 4 4  
DVP24XP11R 16 8 
DVP32XP11R 16 16

Relay 

 

DVP08XN11T 0 8  
DVP16XN11T 0 16
DVP24XN11T 0 24

 

DVP08XP11T 4 4  
DVP24XP11T 16 8 
DVP32XP11T 

24 
VDC 

16

DC 
Sink 
or 

Source

16

Transistor

 

 

 

 
3  SPECIFICATIONS 

3.1. Function Specifications 

Items Specifications Remarks 
Control Method Stored program, cyclic scan system  

I/O Processing Method Batch processing (when END instruction 
is executed) I/O refresh instruction is available 

Execution Speed Basic commands (several us) Application instructions  
(10 ~ hundreds us) 

Program Language Instruction, Ladder Logic, SFC Including Step instructions 

Items Specifications Remarks 
Program Capacity 3792 Steps Built-in EEPROM 

Instructions 32 basic sequential instructions 
(including STL / RET) 107 application instructions 

Initial Step Point 10 points S0~S9 
Zero Return Point 10 points S10~S19 Step Relays 

(Latched) 
General Step Point 108 points S20~S127 
General 512+232 points M0~M511+M768~M999 
Latched 256 points M512~M767 Auxiliary 

Relays 
Special 280 points M1000~M1279 

64 points T0~T63 (100 ms time base) 

63 points T64~T126 (10 ms time base, when 
M1028 is ON) Timers Digital 

1 points T127 (1 ms time base) 
General 112 points C0~C111 
Latched 16 points C112~C127 Counters 
High Speed 13 points 1 phase 20KHz, 2 phase 5KHz C235~C254 (all latched type) 
General 408 points D0 ~ D407 
Latched 192 points D408~D599 Data Registers 
Special 200 points D1000~D1143、D1256~D1311 

Pointers P 64 points P0~P63 
Index Registers E / F 2 points E(=D1028)，F(=D1029) 

Decimal K 16 bit: -32768~+32767 32 bit: -2147483648~+2147483647Constants Hexadecimal H 16 bit: 0000~FFFF 32 bit: 00000000~FFFFFFFF 

Serial Communication 
2 Ports is provided. RS-232C: Program read/write communication port, 
RS-485: General function communication port (controlled by RS instruction); 
Special drive instructions for Delta AC drive are also supported. 

Protection Features Password, I/O examination, Execution time, Illegitimate instruction or operand
Monitor / Debug Program execution time display, Bit/Word, Device setting 

＊ Note: For more information about special relays and data registers, please refer to the Delta PLC Application Manual. 

3.2. Electrical Specifications 

         Model 
 Item 

DVP- 
14ES00

□ 

DVP- 
24ES00

□ 

DVP- 
32ES00

□ 

DVP- 
40ES00

□ 

DVP- 
60ES00

□ 

DVP- 
20EX00

□ 

DVP- 
14ES01

□ 

DVP- 
24ES□□

DVP- 
32ES01

□ 

DVP- 
20EX11□

Power Supply 
Voltage 100~240VAC (-15%~10%), 50/60Hz ± 5% 24VDC (-15%~10%)  

Operation 
Specification 

The PLC start to operate at power supply of 95~100VAC. 
If the voltage of power supply drops to 70VAC, the PLC will stop. 
Maximum power loss time is 10ms or less. 

Maximum power loss time is 5ms or less.

Fuse  2 A / 250VAC 2 A / 250VAC 
Power 
Consumption 20 VA 25VA 30VA 30VA 35VA 30 VA 5.5 W 6.5 W 8 W 8 W 

DC24V Supply 
Current 400mA 400mA 400mA 400mA 400mA 400mA — — — — 

Power 
Protection DC24V output short circuit DC24V input polarity 

Voltage 
Withstand 1500VAC(Primary-secondary), 1500VAC(Primary-PE), 500VAC(Secondary-PE) 

Insulation 
Resistance 

> 5 MΩ at 500VDC (Between all inputs / outputs and earth) 

Noise Immunity 
ESD: 8KV Air Discharge 
EFT: Power Line: 2KV, Digital I/O: 1KV, Analog & Communication I/O: 250V 
RS: 26MHz~1GHz, 10V/m 

Grounding The diameter of grounding wire cannot be smaller than the wire diameter of terminals L and N (All DVP units 
should be grounded directly to the ground pole). 

Environment Operation: 0°C ~55°C (Temperature), 50~95% (Humidity), Pollution degree2; Storage: -25°C ~70°C 
(Temperature), 5~95% (Humidity) 

Vibration / Shock 
Resistance 

Standard: IEC1131-2, IEC 68-2-6（TEST Fc）/ IEC1131-2 & IEC 68-2-27 (TEST Ea) 

Weight (g) 400 552 580 596 750 536 260 414 430 386 

 

Input Point Electrical Specifications 
Input Point Type Digital Input Analog Input (EX) 
Input Type DC (SINK or SOURCE) 

Input Current 24VDC 5mA 

Voltage input: -10V~+10V, Input Resistance: 
112KΩ 
Current input: -20mA~+20mA, Input 
Resistance: 250Ω 

Off→On  above 16VDC Active Level 
(Analog input resolution) On→Off  below 14.4VDC 

Voltage input: 10bit 
Current input: 10 bit 

Reaction Time 
(Conversion Sampling Time) 

About 10ms (An adjustment range of 0~15ms 
could be selected through D1020 and D1021) 5ms (Time could be adjusted through D1118) 

 
Output Point Electrical Specifications 

Output Point Type Relay-R Transistor-T 

Current Specification 2A/1 point (5A/COM) 55°C 0.1A/1point, 50°C 0.15A/1 point 
45°C 0.2A/1 point, 40°C 0.3A/1 point (2A/COM)

Voltage Specification Below 250VAC, 30VDC 30VDC 

75VA (Inductive) 
Maximum Load 

90 W (Resistive) 
9W/1 point 

Reaction Time About 10 ms Off→On 20us  On→Off 30us 

3.3. AD/DA Specifications 
Analog Input (A/D) Analog Output (D/A)  Items Voltage Input Current Input Voltage Output Current Output 

Analog I/O Range ±10V ±20 mA 0 ~ 10V 0 ~ 20 mA 
Digital Conversion 
Range -512~+511 -512~+511 0 ~ 255 0 ~ 255 

Resolution  10 bits(1LSB=19.53125 mV) 10 bits (1LSB=39.0625 μA) 8 bits(1LSB=39.0625 mV) 8 bits (1LSB=78.125 μA)
Input Impedance > 112 KΩ 250Ω － 



 

 

Analog Input (A/D) Analog Output (D/A)  Items Voltage Input Current Input Voltage Output Current Output 
Output Impedance － 0.5Ωor lower 
Tolerance Carried 
Impedance － 1KΩ~2MΩ 0～500Ω 

Overall Accuracy Non-linear accuracy: ±0.5% of full scale within the range of PLC operation temperature 

Maximum deviation: ±1% of full scale at 20mA and +10V 
Reaction Time 2ms × channels 
Absolute Input 
Range ±15 V ±32 mA － 

Digital Data Format 2’s complementary of 16-bit, 10 Significant Bits 2’s complementary of 16-bit, 8 Significant Bits 
Average Function Provided － 
Isolation Method Isolation between digital area and analog area. But no isolation among channels. 

Protection Voltage output has short circuit protection but a long period of short circuit may cause internal wire 

damage and current output break.  

External Wiring 
Diagram 

CH0

CH3

56K

56K

28K

28K

250

V+

V-

I+

I-

-10V~+10V

-20mA~+20mA

Voltage Input

Current Input

Grounding

Grounding
 

CH0

CH1

V+

V-

I+

I-

Grounding
AC Drive

 
 

4  INSTALLATION & WIRING 

 Dimensions 

Model Name (mm) H H1 W W1 W2  
(H Type) 

W3  
(L Type) 

DVP14ES00(01)[11]R2/T2 100 95 99 104 82 50 

DVP24ES00(01)[11]R2/T2 100 95 150 155 82 50 

DVP32ES00(01)[11]R2/T2 100 95 150 155 82 50 

DVP40ES00R2/T2 100 95 150 155 82 - 

DVP60ES00[11]R2/T2 90 85.5 180.5 185 89.6 - 

DVP20EX00[11]R2/T2 100 95 150 155 82 - 

W2

H

W1

DVP   

W3

H
1

W  

 Terminal Wiring 

14ES 

X7X6X5X4
X3X2X1X0

Y0 Y1 Y2 Y3
C2C1C0

( AC Power IN, DC Signal IN )

0001

S/S

( DC Power IN, DC Signal IN )

Y0 Y1
C0 C1 C3

X4S/S
X0

Y4
Y5  

 
20EX 00

X7X6X5X4
X3X2X1X0 Y0 Y1

Y2
Y3 Y4

Y5C1C0

( AC Power IN, DC Signal IN )

S/S

11

( DC Power IN, DC Signal IN )

 
  

24ES 

X17X16X15X14X13X12X11X10
X7X6X5X4X3X2X1X0

Y0 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6
C6C2C1C0

( AC Power IN, DC Signal IN )

00

S/S

01

S/S

( DC Power IN, DC Signal IN )

Y0 Y1 Y2
C0 C1

Y7
C3 C4 C5 C7  

 
32ES 00

X17X16X15X14X13X12X11X10
X7X6X5X4X3X2X1X0

Y0 Y1
Y2 Y3

Y4 Y5
Y6 C3C2C1C0 Y7 Y12 Y13 Y16 Y17

Y15Y14Y11Y10

( AC Power IN, DC Signal IN )

S/S

01

S/S

( DC Power IN, DC Signal IN )

Y0 Y1 Y4
C0 Y2 Y3  

  

40ES 

X16X14X12X10X6X4X2X0
X17X15X13X11X7X5X3X1

Y0
Y1 Y3

C1 C3Y7Y2 Y5 Y10 Y12 Y15 Y17
Y14Y13Y11Y6

( AC Power IN, DC Signal IN )

S/S
X21 X23 X25

X20 X22 X24
X27

X26

C0 Y16C2Y4  

 
60ES 

S/S X22 X23 X24 X25 X26 X27 X30 X31 X32 X33 X34 X35 X36 X37 X40 X41 X42 X43
X21X20X17X16X15X14X13X12X11X10X7X6X5X4X3X2X1X0

Y0 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5
Y6C4C3C2C1C0 Y7 C5 Y12 Y13 Y16 Y17 Y22 Y23C6 C7 C8 Y26 Y27

Y25Y24Y21Y20Y15Y14Y11Y10

( AC Power IN, DC Signal IN )
00

 
 PLC Mounting Arrangements and Installation Notes 

 DIN Rail Installation 
The DVP-PLC can be secured to a cabinet by using the DIN rail that 
is 35mm high with a depth of 7.5mm. When mounting the PLC on the 
DIN rail, ensure to use the end bracket to stop any side-to-side 
motion of the PLC, thus to reduce the chance of the wires being 
pulled loose. On the bottom of the PLC is a small retaining clip. To 
secure the PLC to the DIN rail, place it onto the rail and gently push 
up on the clip. To remove it, use a slotted screwdriver, place it on the 
groove of the retaining clip and press gently, then pull down on the 
retaining clip and gently pull the PLC away from the DIN rail. 

For heat dissipation,ensure to 
provide a minimum clearance of 
50mm between the unit and all 
sides of the cabinet. (as the figure 
shown below) 

DVP MPU
> 50mm> 50mm

> 50mm

> 50mm

 

 Direct mounting : Use the specified dimensions and install with M4 screws. 

 Wiring 

To suit M3.5 screw terminals

Below 6.2

Below 6.2

 

1. Please use O-type or Y-type terminals for I/O wiring terminals. The specification for the 
terminals is shown as the figure on the left. PLC terminal screws should be tightened 
to between 5~8 kg-cm (4.3~6.9 in-lbs). Only can use 60/75°C copper conducting wire. 

2. DO NOT wire to the No Function terminals  ‧ . I/O signal wires or power supply 
should not run through the same multi-wire cable or conduit. 

3. When tightening the screws and performing the wiring, please avoid that metallic 
particles fell into PLC. After completing wiring, please remove the label which is used 
to obstruct the metallic particles on the ventilation hole for well heat dissipation. 

 Installation Notes 

Incorrect installation may result in a PLC malfunction or premature failure of the PLC. Ensure to observe the 
following items when selecting a mounting location. 

1. Do not mount the PLC in a location subjected to corrosive or flammable gases, liquids, or airborne dust or 
metallic particles. 

2. Do not mount the PLC in a location where temperatures and humidity will exceed specification. 
3. Do not mount the PLC in a location where vibration and shock will exceed specification. 

 Power Input Wiring 

There are two power inputs provided in DVP series PLC, AC input and DC input. Please pay particular attention 
to the following notes:  
1. Connect the AC input (100VAC~240VAC) to terminals L and N. Any AC110V or AC220V connected to the 

+24V terminal or input points will permanently damage the PLC.  
2. The AC power inputs for the MPU and the I/O Expansion Unit should be ON or OFF at the same time. 
3. Please use wires of 1.6mm or above for the grounding of the MPU. 
4. If the power-cut time is less than 10ms, the PLC still operates unaffectedly. If the power-cut time is too long 

or the power voltage drops, the PLC will stop operating and all the outputs will be OFF. Once the power is 
restored, the PLC will return to operate automatically. (There are latched auxiliary relays and registers 
inside of the PLC, please be aware when programming.)  

AC Input Type 

S/S X0 X1 X224GNL

DC/DC

2.0A
5V

100~240VAC

 
The +24V supply output is rated at 0.4A from MPU. DO NOT connect external power supply to this 
terminal. Moreover, it takes 5~7mA to drive each input point, so total of 100mA is needed for 16 input 
points. As a result, the output loads of +24V should not exceeds 300mA. 

5. When DC voltage is supplied to the PLC, ensure the power is at terminals 24VDC and 0V (power range is 
20.4VDC~26.4VDC). When the voltage is lower than 17.5VDC, PLC will stop operating, all outputs will turn 
OFF and the ERROR LED will flash continuously. 

DC Input Type 

S/S X0 X1 X2+24V 24GOV24VDC

DC/DC

2.5A

5V

20VDC~26VDC

 
 Safety Wiring 

Since the PLC is in control of numerous devices, operation of either one device could affect the operation of other 
devices, therefore the breakdown of either one device would consequently be detrimental to the whole auto 
control system, and danger will thus be resulted. Please use the recommended wiring below for the power input:  

Power supply for AC loads 
Fuse for circuit protection (3A Limit) 
Power On pilot indicator  

 
Emergency stop: PLC must provide a quick manual method to 
disconnect all system power. 
Circuit isolation device (System Power Disconnect): Utilize the 
electromagnetic contactor and the relay to be the isolation unit of the 
power circuit to prevent the possible instability of the system when the 
power is supplied on and off.  
DVP PLC MPU (main processing unit) 
Grounding resistance: 100Ω or less 

OV24VDC

MC MC

NL

1

1

2

3

4

5

66

7

8

Guard
Limit

Power supply: AC: 100~240VAC, 50/60Hz, DC: 24VDC 
 

 Input Point Wiring 

The input signal of the input point is the DC power DC input. There are two types of DC type wiring: SINK and 
SOURCE, defined as follows: 

◎ Definition 

Sink = Current flows 
into the common 

terminal S/S 
S/S

X0

Sinking

 

Source = Current 
flows out of the 

common terminal S/S

S/S

X0

Sourcing  
◎ Wiring 

Input Point Loop Equivalent Circuit Wiring Loop 

DC Type 
（DC Signal IN） 

SINK Mode 

+24V

24G

S/S

X0

24VDC

SINK

+5V

 

+24V 24G

Sink  Type

X1 X2S/S X0

 
Input Point Loop Equivalent Circuit Wiring Loop 

DC Type 
（DC Signal IN） 

SOURCE Mode 

+24V

24G

S/S

X0

24VDC

SOURCE

+5V

 
+24V 24G

Source Type

X1 X2S/S X0

 

◎  Practical Relay Output Wiring  

Surge absorbing diode: increases relay contact life 
Emergency stop: use an external switch 
Fuse: use the fuse with a 5~10A capacity at the common end of the output 
contact to protect the output circuit. 
Surge absorber: reduces noise on AC inductive loads 
Unused terminal: do not connect 
DC supply 
Indicator: neon indicator 
AC supply 
Incandescent lamp (resistive loading) 

C0 Y0 Y1 C1 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7
5

MC1 MC2

2

6

3
1

9

10

7
4

3

8

2

Mutually exclusive outputs: use external hardware interlocks, as well as 
those in the PLC program, for maximum safety. 

◎  Practical Transistor Output Wiring 

 DC supply 
 Emergency stop 
 Fuse for circuit protection 
 As all outputs of the transistor modules are Open Collectors, if the setting of 

Y0 is pulse train output (using PLSY command), its pull-up resistor must 
remain an output current of greater than 0.1A for normal operation of the 
transistor modules.  

 As all outputs of the transistor modules are Open Collectors, if the setting of 
Y1 is pulse train output (using PWM command), its pull-up resistor must 
remain an output current of greater than 0.1A for normal operation of the 
transistor modules. 

 Mutually exclusive outputs: use external hardware interlocks, as well as 
those in the PLC program, for maximum safety. 

5

MC1 MC2

2

3

1

C0 Y0 Y1 C1 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7
4 6 76

3  

 Unused terminal: do not connect 

 
5 TRIAL RUN 

 Power Indication 

1. The “POWER” LED at the front of the MPU or the Extension Units will be lit (in green) if the power is on. If the 
indicator is not on when the MPU is powered up, it means that there is abnormal condition on the DC power 
supply of the PLC. It is thus necessary to check the wiring on terminals +24V and 0V. If the ERROR LED is 
blinking swiftly, it indicates that the +24V power supply of the PLC is insufficient. 

2. The “LOW V.” LED on the Expansion Unit is an indication that the input power voltage is insufficient, thus all 
outputs of the expansion unit should be turned off. 

 Operation and Test  

1. If the ERROR LED of the MPU is not blinking, use the peripheral device to give the RUN command, and the 
RUN indicator will then be on. 

2. HPP could be utilized to monitor the timer (T), the counter (C) and the data register (D) during operation, and 
moreover, to force the output contacts to conduct the On/Off action. If the ERROR LED is on (but not blinking), 
it indicates that the setting of the user’s program has exceeded the preset overtime limit, thus users have to 
double check the program and perform the On/Off function again. (The PLC is at this moment back to STOP 
status automatically). 

 PLC Input/Output Reaction Time: 

The total reaction time from the input signal to the output operation is calculated as follows: 
Reaction Time = input delay time + program scan time + output delay time  

Input delay time Default 10ms. Please refer to the usage of special registers D1020~D1021.
Program scan time Please refer to the usage of special register D1010. 
Output delay time Relay module: 10ms. Transistor module: 20~30us. 

 
6 TROUBLESHOOTING 

udge the errors by the indicators on the front panel. When errors occurred on DVP series PLC, please check: 

☼ “POWER” LED 

There is a “POWER” LED at the front of the MPU. The “POWER” LED will be lit (in green) when the power in 
connected to MPU. If the indicator is not on when the MPU is powered up and with the input power being normal, 
it indicates that the PLC is out of order. Please have this machine replaced or repaired at a distributor near you. 

☼ PLC “RUN” LED 

Identify the status of the PLC. When the PLC is in operation, this light will be on, and the user could thus use HPP 
or the editing program of the ladder diagram to give commands to make the PLC “RUN” or “STOP”. 

☼ “ERROR” LED 

If an incorrect program is input to the MPU, or the instruction and the device exceed the allowable range, the 
indicator will blink. At this moment, the user should check the error code saved in the MPU data register D1004 to 
correct the program. Find out the cause of the error and modify the programs. Then, re-send the correct program 
to the MPU. 

If the ERROR LED is blinking swiftly, it suggests that the +24VDC power supply of the PLC is insufficient. Please 
check whether the power supply of 24VDC is normal or not. 

When the ERROR LED is on (not blinking), it indicates that the execution time of the program loop has exceeded 
the time-out setting (set by D1000). Please check the program loop or use ”WDT” instruction to solve the problem. 
When the ERROR LED is on, please power down the MPU and start up it one time, and then check if the RUN 
LED is off. If the RUN LED is not off, please check if there is any noise and interference and check if any 
conductive material falling into the PLC. 

☼ “Input” LED 

The On/Off signals of the input point could be displayed through the “Input” LED. Also, the status signal of the 
input point could be monitored through the device monitoring function of HPP. As long as the input point is 
activated, the LED is on. Therefore, if an error is detected, please check HPP, the LED indicator and the input 
signal circuits. Please pay particular attention to check if an electrical switch with significant leakage current is 
used as it often results in the unexpected operation of input point. 

☼ “Output” LED 

Output LED indicates if the output signals are on or off. Please check the following items when the LED On/Off 
indication does not correspond to the commands:  

1. Output contacts may be melted and stuck together due to a short circuit or current overload.  
2. Check wiring and verify that the screws are tight and secure. 
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